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Environmental, Social and Governance and the GreenStar Concept 2.0
Sustainable investments are on the rise across the globe and we as an organization in the hospitality
sector, operating in diverse Finnish cities welcome these developments! From the early days of our
operations, the term “Green” in GreenStar signalled our commitments towards sustainable
development and we pioneered in Finland in terms of multifaceted activities with respect to
reductions of greenhouse gases and resource consumption levels among hotel ventures.

We understand that both parts of the terminology “sustainability” and “investments”, embrace the
aspect “future”, therefore green financial instruments and green capital allocations have to consider
a holistic consideration of ESG (Environmental, Social and Governance) elements in order to generate
positive impacts in terms of economic and societal metrics.

Our continual question therefore remains: How can we be productive, not only for our business, but
for our investors and the society at large at the same time? This valuable thought added by the fact
that we encourage particularly investors that aim for sustainable investments, to learn more about
our operations. While we are expanding, this entails our simultaneous achievements to tackle the
climate crisis and utilization of renewable resources whenever possible. The ESG concept is a guiding
path for both the providers and recipients of green capital and we utilize corresponding ESG
frameworks accordingly. In this respect, more detailed information are available in the GreenStar
ESG Report 2021.

At GreenStar, we are aware that investors often diversify portfolios across multiple sectors and
regions (sometimes even across the globe). Although Finland is globally known as the home of happy
people (multiple times ranked first in Happy Planet Index in recent years) and high levels of trust and
simultaneously low levels of corruption, it is still a challenge to familiarize oneself in rather short time
frames what might going on in the hospitality sector in Finland and which role GreenStar plays
currently and will do in the foreseeable future. Therefore, our financial and non-financial disclosures
provide more clarity.

ESG-Metrics & International Sustainability Frameworks
The concept of ESG and investments that are responsible and sustainable includes an additional
positive ESG impact to the regular financial return that conventional investments are made for. At
GreenStar, we are aware of the significance of this additional impact, known as the “Greenium”. Our
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ventures do embrace much potential to generate the Greenium of investments. Consequently, all
stakeholders have access to relevant ESG data that show our achievements. In this regard, we
highlight that already as of today GreenStar operates carbon neutral and based on the GreenStar
concept 2.0 and our strategic path, we do not intend to step away from that, but continually strive
for new sustainable solutions and being a benchmark for the Finnish market and beyond.

Figure #1: ESG reporting frameworks of GreenStar hotels in correlation to our KPI´s.
Therefore, we made the strategic decision, to extend our long-developed sustainability concepts that
we transparently share with all our stakeholders, by providing more specific ESG content for our
investors. We defined our Top 30 most relevant ESG metrics that matter for all our operations.
Material inputs, carbon neutrality, disclosure practices, gender diversity, business ethics and
transparency are a few of those and a full overview is outlined in the GreenStar ESG Report 2021.
Our specific ESG metrics are in line with multiple international frameworks and trends, like the
United Nations Sustainable Development Goals and the European Union Green Deal and individual
climate goals of numerous countries across the globe, including of course Finland (based on the
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change - COP 21 Paris Agreement, 2015).
Our efforts go beyond policy content and frameworks as we know very well how much investment
decisions rely on quantifiable data. Therefore, we cooperate already since several years with
partners and experts that provide valid and comparable figures, when it comes to life cycle
assessments and carbon footprints. Renowned experts as for instance Sweco, identify and analyse
our data regarding ecological impacts. Simultaneously, by knowing these impacts, we engage
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ourselves in commitments towards the environment and continually improve in terms of resource
consumption and efficiencies towards all relevant aspects of climate mitigation.

GreenStar & Green Financial Instruments:
Sustainability funds and a rising number of available bonds, under the umbrella of the GSSS bond
segments allow enterprises to leave conventional business practices behind and turn towards
sustainable development. At GreenStar, we follow with interest the novel green financing sources
and admire everybody, who is pioneering in any sector to enter the new path. GSSS bonds across the
globe succeed continuously in this way and multiple sources, as for instance the Climate Bonds
Initiative publish valuable data transparently.

Figure #2: GreenStar GSSS Bonds framework. GreenStar and its stakeholders in the
green investments scheme emphasizing interdependencies. GSSS bonds as one, but not
the only instrument segment to utilize sustainable investments for our operations.

GreenStar and Circular Economy
The Finnish cities and regions put strong emphasis on accelerating the transition from a linear to a
circular economy. The discourses of smart city developments and sustainable housing are essential in
this respect and these concepts are a fertile ground for sustainable investments. Smart solutions
under the umbrella of sustainability are our strategic path from day one and we contribute that our
cities of operations becoming smarter and will be also a great contributor for the new city markets
that we enter in the years to come by opening new hotels.
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